Bingo Instructions

For 2 or More Players
AGES 6 to Adult

CONTENTS
Bingo Cage, Handle, Marker Board,
35 Double-sided Bingo Cards, Marker Chips,
75 Bingo Balls

OBJECT
Cover a row of 5 numbers on a Bingo card in any
direction — vertically, horizontally, or diagonally.
Player must be the first to call BINGO when their row is covered.

SETUP AND ASSEMBLY
Assemble the handle to the side of the cage.
Open the Bingo Cage door and pour in the Bingo Balls and then close the door. Each player
selects one or more Bingo cards and markers. Cover the FREE space with a marker.

HOW TO PLAY
Choose a Caller. This player turns the handle on the Bingo Cage. When one ball drops down
the Caller calls out the number for example “B12.” Any player having B12 on their card
covers it with a marker. The Caller keeps track of called numbers by placing the balls that
have dropped out of the machine on the marker board. The Caller continues to call numbers
until someone completes BINGO. That player is the winner.

When two players call Bingo at the same time and they are both correct, then each player
dispenses a number from the Bingo Cage and the highest number wins.

After each game a new Caller is chosen, and players may keep or exchange their
Bingo cards.

HOW TO WIN
The first player to call BINGO when their row is covered wins.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
Contains marbles.
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